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Date / Time Session Format

10 November

9.00 AM – 12.20 PM
Buildings of the Future
Click for session agenda

Virtual event +

Physical event* for SG participants.

*Physical event at Marina Bay Sands Convention 

Center (Limited slots available)

11 November

9.00 AM  – 12.15PM
Industries of the Future
Click for session agenda

11 November

2.00 PM – 5.00 PM
Data Centers of the Future
Click for session agenda
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Innovation Summit Singapore & Malaysia 2021
Join us on 10 - 11 November to get your Business Ready for the Future!

Register now

Note: Innovation Summit Singapore & Malaysia is qualified for 12 PDUs under PEB and SCEM

• Buildings of the Future - 3 PDUs

• Industries of the Future - 3 PDUs

• Data Centers of the Future - 3 PDUs

For Singapore participants only.  Virtual/Physical attendance to the event is required.

https://events.se.com/website/5736/?utm_campaign=agenda-pdf&reference=agenda-pdf&utm_source=agenda-pdf&utm_medium=agenda-pdf
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Time

9:00 AM Welcome

9:05 AM
Keynote by Schneider Electric Chairman & CEO, Jean-Pascal Tricoire 

followed by CNBC Panel

10:15 AM

Strategy Talks
• Buildings of the Future: A Recovery Powered by Digital and Electric

• Investing in Sustainability

Experience our 

Innovation Hub in 3D11:15 PM

Expert Learning sessions

12:15 PM Closing | All content on-demand available
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Agenda at a glance
Day 1: 10 November 2021 - Buildings of the Future 

Breakout A

• The Road to Net Zero Buildings

• How an Agile People-Centric Building 

Thrives in Uncertainty 

Breakout B

• Creating Digital Resilience Buildings in 

an endemic world

• Beyond EV and Chargers: The Keys to 

Unlock the Future of eMobility

Click for more information on each session

Register now

https://events.se.com/website/5736/?utm_campaign=agenda-pdf&reference=agenda-pdf&utm_source=agenda-pdf&utm_medium=agenda-pdf
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Time

9:00 AM Welcome

9:05 AM
Keynote by Schneider Electric Chairman & CEO, Jean-Pascal Tricoire 

followed by CNBC Panel

10:15 AM

Strategy Talks
• Industries of the Future

• Industry 4.0 & Digitization

Experience our 

Innovation Hub in 3D11:15 PM

Expert Learning sessions

12:15 PM Closing | All content on-demand available
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Agenda at a glance
Day 2: 11 November 2021 – Industries of the Future 

Breakout A (Virtual only)

• End-to-End Traceability in Food & Beverage

• Innovation and Digitization for Sustainable 

Water Operations

Breakout B

• “Not Business as Usual” Automation

• Breaking Down the Silos of Power and 

Process for a Resilient Value Chain

Click for more information on each session

Register now

https://events.se.com/website/5736/?utm_campaign=agenda-pdf&reference=agenda-pdf&utm_source=agenda-pdf&utm_medium=agenda-pdf
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Time

2:00 PM Welcome

2:10 PM Keynote by Schneider Electric Chairman & CEO, Jean-Pascal Tricoire 

2.45 PM

Strategy Talks
• Data Centers, Sustainability and Resiliency Aren’t Mutually Exclusive

• Managing the Future Hybrid Environment, Resilient, Secure, and Sustainable

Experience our 

Innovation Hub in 3D3:50 PM

Expert Learning sessions
• Data Centers - Energy Efficiency, Resiliency, Sustainability

• Transforming Data Centers through Infrastructure-as-a-Service

• Re-Inventing Your Business to Face the New Digital Hybrid World (Virtual only)

• Transforming Data Centers through Infrastructure-as-a-Service (Virtual only)

5:00 PM Closing | All content on-demand available
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Agenda at a glance
Day 2: 11 November 2021 – Data Centers of the Future

Click for more information on each session

Register now

https://events.se.com/website/5736/?utm_campaign=agenda-pdf&reference=agenda-pdf&utm_source=agenda-pdf&utm_medium=agenda-pdf
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Buildings of the Future

Strategy Talk: Buildings of the Future: A Recovery Powered by Digital and Electric

Synopsis

The global pandemic has changed the way we live and work. As we regain our footing inside buildings, we must have a 

plan for recovery and how to move forward. The Buildings of the Future will need to be sustainable, resilient, hyper-

efficient, and people centric. In this session, our experts will discuss lessons learned from pandemic shutdowns, a vision 

for recovery with all-digital, all-electric buildings, and design best practices for new and retrofit Buildings of the Future.

Strategy Talk: Investing in Sustainability

Synopsis

With sustainability becoming business critical, companies are setting themselves increasingly ambitious targets to deliver a 

net-zero economy. 

In this session, you’ll hear from companies that have demonstrated leadership in climate action and how to devise clear, 

actionable steps to jumpstart your net-zero journey and build resilience within your organization.
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Buildings of the Future (Breakout A)

Expert Learning Session: The Road to Net Zero Buildings

Synopsis

More than 100 countries have committed to 2050 net-zero targets. With buildings producing 40% of energy-related CO2 

emissions, we need to act now. This session will explore the role of digitalization and electrification in the decarbonization 

of buildings, and solutions that can help you.

Expert Learning Session: How an Agile People-Centric Building Thrives in Uncertainty 

Synopsis

Join our expert panel discussion to discover how to:

• Maximize space efficiency through real-time visibility 

• Enhance environmental health to boost comfort and safety

• Improve occupant experience, with a focus on health

• Optimize operational efficiencies to reduce costs and energy usage 
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Buildings of the Future (Breakout B)

Expert Learning Session: Creating Digital Resilience Buildings in an endemic world

Synopsis

Navigating in the endemic demands, many buildings are still not as data-driven, people-oriented, and agile as they should 

be. To weather the unpredictability, businesses must prioritize their transformation in order to stay resilient. 

Resiliency, efficiency, and controlling CapEx and OpEx are the top concerns for real estate executives as citied by 

Verdantix 2020 global corporate survey. By having end-to-end building visibility that is digitalized, helps to deliver 

unprecedented levels of building data, insights and controls to maximize building performance.

Expert Learning Session: Beyond EV and Chargers: The Keys to Unlock the Future of eMobility

Synopsis

As electric vehicle popularity grows, so does the need to support upgrading building systems and infrastructures to satisfy 

new regulations and meet sustainability and efficiency goals.

• Learn what fuels the future of electric transportation:

• the drivers of transition for electrified mobility

• building systems that form the backbone of the EV charging infrastructure

• green power systems that electrify fleets and public transit
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Industries of the Future

Strategy Talk: Industries of the Future

Synopsis

Your Resilient and Sustainable Future

Sustainability isn’t a drag on profitability. It’s an enabler. Learn how open, software-centric industrial automation is driving

the efficiency and agility needed for responsible profitability in the Industries of the Future.

Strategy Talk: Industry 4.0 & Digitization

Synopsis

In the current norm, new technologies combined with innovative business models offer businesses various opportunities to 

enhance their value proposition, particularly small and medium sized enterprises (SMEs). 

The panel will discuss on how businesses can go about their transformation in light of the new priorities and what are the 

drivers behind with insights into the economics of viability, ROI and keeping up momentum for a more resilience industry. 
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Industries of the Future (Breakout A)

Expert Learning Session: End-to-End Traceability in Food & Beverage

Synopsis

Food & Beverage manufacturers have made public commitments in sustainability. But to be credible, companies need to 

achieve and prove results across the operations and the supply chain, making efficiency and end-to-end transparency key.

Our expert panel will answer:

• What is an end-to-end supply chain approach for sustainability?  

• Which digital solutions for efficiency and traceability are key to achieving true sustainability?

• How to start building an integrated and resilient, product and process management approach?

Expert Learning Session: “Not Business as Usual” Automation

Synopsis

The IT industry has embraced open-operating platforms for decades. Now it’s industries’ turn! 

Universal automation is the world of interoperable “plug and produce” automation software components. 

Learn how universal automation can bring unprecedented efficiency and flexibility to your operation. 
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Industries of the Future (Breakout B)

Expert Learning Session: Innovation and Digitization for Sustainable Water Operations

Synopsis

The water industry is seeking solutions for end-to-end decarbonization, for efficient, sustainable, and resilient operations 

and to minimize environmental footprint.  

Join this discussion featuring experts from Schneider Electric, partners and customers as they discuss the implementation 

of innovative solutions to address these challenges and successfully implement their sustainability strategy

Expert Learning Session: Breaking Down the Silos of Power and Process for a Resilient Value Chain

Synopsis

Advance business and digital transformation across essential industries with collaborative business models for efficiency 

and sustainability. Discover how to:

• Ensure high-performing value chains

• Use analytics to optimize asset health and sustainable outcomes

• Reduce business risk and downtime while increasing profit
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Data Centers of the Future

Strategy Talk: Data Centers of the Future

Synopsis

Data centers enable the digitization of our world. As an industry, resiliency has been a business imperative, but 

sustainability is gaining in importance. How will data center operators deliver both to their customers? Innovation and 

responsible leadership will be key. This session will take on the conventional wisdom and explore how data centers of the 

future can (and must) leverage new sources of energy and green technology to responsibly maintain the highest levels of 

resiliency. 
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Data Centers of the Future

Expert Learning Sessions: Data Centers - Energy Efficiency, Resiliency, Sustainability

Synopsis

Data centers enable the digitization of our world. As an industry, resiliency has been a business imperative, but 

sustainability is gaining in importance. How will data center operators deliver both to their customers? Innovation and 

responsible leadership will be key. This session will take on the conventional wisdom and explore how data centers of the 

future can (and must) leverage new sources of energy and green technology to responsibly maintain the highest levels of 

resiliency. 
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Data Centers of the Future

Expert Learning Sessions: Transforming Data Centers through Infrastructure-as-a-Service

Synopsis

In today’s world, digital transformation is reshaping business processes and Data Centres has become a key enabler for 

growth in all industries across the world. There is an increasing need to be more sustainable while making sure that the 

operations are reliable and resilient. With greater reliance on digitalization, the accompanying IT infrastructure needs to 

evolve to keep pace with the market.

However, the procurement and management of these assets have become increasingly challenging, often with a high 

upfront capital outlay to modernize and maintain. The market is looking for an alternative, which allows them to transition 

from CAPEX to OPEX, leveraging an as-a-Service business model to address their infrastructure challenges, while 

meeting their sustainability & resiliency objectives. 

Come gain insights on this market shift to as-a-Service and how you can implement this business model for your data 

center infrastructure to gain a competitive advantage. 
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Data Centers of the Future

Expert Learning Session:  Supporting Facebook’s Global Growth – one PLC at a time

Synopsis

SE has supported Facebook’s vision of implementing a scalable, repeatable building management solution across its new 

data centers. That solution...programmable logic controllers. Join this session to understand why Facebook chose an 

unconventional BMS solution and how SE helped implement the solution as both the product manufacturer and the design 

system integrator. Attendees will come away with an understanding of how to architect and implement scalable, repeatable 

projects that drive efficiency within their organizations. 
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Data Centers of the Future

Expert Learning Session: 2 Years in 2 Months: Digital Transformation at the Edge is Demanding New 

Management Solutions

Synopsis

In today’s world, the expectation that technology will always be available  when we need it has become more prevalent. 

This business priority, however, does not need to be perceived as burdensome. IT professionals and IT solution providers 

need to address challenges such as managing security risk and achieving sustainability  targets while improving resiliency 

all amidst flat or shrinking IT budgets.

Join this session to discuss on solutions that allow customers to manage their risk, create value through innovation,  and 

anticipate future requirements.
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We are seeking to push sustainability further – faster. 

What’s good for the planet is good for your business.

As we embrace a greener future, we unlock new business 

opportunities too. Together, we redefine the boundaries of 

efficiencies by transforming the way you approach your 

business through digitization and redefining our partnerships 

through open ecosystems and software integrations.

Get your business ready for the future by improving resilience 

and leveraging digitization, today. Join experts, leaders, 

change makers, partners and customers digitally for the 

Innovation Summit Singapore & Malaysia 2021 to discover 

the future of energy management and automation for your 

business.

Join us on the path to sustainability. 

Path to Sustainability
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reasons
Innovation 
Summit 2021 
is a can’t 
miss event

Hear the latest trends in digital innovation 

from industry thought leaders like 

Schneider Electric Chairman & CEO 

Jean-Pascal Tricoire.

Get hands-on with the technology 

shaping the future of energy 

management and automation in the 

Innovation Hub.

Discover how, together with partners and 

customers, we’re taking the path to a 

more sustainable, resilient tomorrow.
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What do we have in store for you?

Sessions & 

Meetings

Join specialized sessions 

and tailored meetings 

virtually, from Innovation 

Experience: Live offering 

expert-led live demos to 

tailored 1 to 1 discussions. 

Strategy 

Talks

Get the inside track 

from executives discussing 

strategies in Industries, 

Buildings, Grid, Data 

Centers, and Partnerships, 

and how they become 

a reality. 

Expert Learning 

Sessions

Interactive discussions 

between our experts, 

customers, and partners 

about how to implement 

tomorrow’s solutions today.

Keynote

Discover the latest 

market insights and 

innovations with 

Schneider Electric’s 

Chairman & CEO,

Jean-Pascal Tricoire and 

special guests

3D Innovation 

Hub Tours

See the latest 

solutions and 

technologies in action. 

Participate in tailored 

tours and interact with 

industry experts.
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Content & Sessions
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Featured speakers
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Yoon Young Kim

Cluster President, 

Singapore, Malaysia & 

Brunei

Schneider Electric

Damien Dhellemmes

Commercial Senior Vice 

President, Digital Energy

Schneider Electric

Jean-Pascal Tricoire

Chairman & CEO

Schneider Electric

Jasper Wong

Head of Construction 

& Infrastructure, 

Sector Solutions 

Group

United Overseas 

Bank

Ivy Xin

Business Vice President, 

Digital Energy

Schneider Electric
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The Innovation Hub
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The Innovation Hub in 3D

Step into Schneider Electric’s EcoStruxure story, a 

world of innovation where you’ll experience the latest in 

energy management and industrial automation 

technology.

The Innovation Hub showcases state-of-the-art 

products, solutions, and demos, from Schneider Electric 

as well as our partners.

See the latest solutions and technologies in action. 

Participate in tailored tours and interact with products 

in our Innovation Hub. 
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Real experiences with real customers
Delivering our signature Innovation Summit experience digitally

It will be a new standard for 

online events in the new normal, 

very exeptional!”

A big than you to 

Schneider Electric for hosting 

a fantastic Innovation Summit. 

We were very impressed with 

the quality, content and 

particularly the way we were 

able to navigate from space 

to space.”

Great event that converges the 

digital world with today's world. 

I could easily access anywhere 

I want and received very satisfying 

answers. You are step ahead with 

your selection of content, speakers 

which inspires us. Even though I am 

sorry not physically experiencing 

Schneider, you did your best to 

make it possible in digital.”
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...This is an event that gets 

beyond the limits.”
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An event tailored to you!
#InnovationSummitSG&MY

For more information, please

email us at sg.marketing@se.com

Join us at Innovation Summit 
Singapore & Malaysia 2021 
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mailto:sg.marketing@se.com
https://www.se.com/ww/en/about-us/events/innovation-summit-world-tour.jsp
https://www.linkedin.com/company/schneider-electric/
https://www.facebook.com/SchneiderElectric/?brand_redir=1695616287382430
https://twitter.com/schneiderelec
https://www.youtube.com/user/SchneiderCorporate
https://www.instagram.com/schneiderelectric/
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